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Antoine Collin/Colin was a canoe-maker who was mentioned extensively in the fur trade joumals in the early 19th century up to the 1830s. He
and his descendants are of interest for the following reasons: (1) they
represent the class oflower-ranked employees of the Montreal-based North
West Company (NWC) who made the transition to the Hudson's Bay
Company (HBC) and are well documented in the postjoumals and account
books; (2) while sorne stayed in the Lake Superior area and moved into the
Ojibwe communities after treaty, at least one son moved to the Red River
valley and bec ame "Métis"; (3) Antoine was Edward Jerome' s great-greatgreat-grandfather.
Not a great deal is known about individual "voyageurs" who came
from Quebec and settled in the Great Lakes communities, aside from the
writings ofJacqueline Peterson (1978, 1981). W. J. Eccles (1987) provides
useful information on the exploration of the old North West by French
officiais, and studies by geographers and historians of the fur trade and
native history have contributed to our understanding of French expansion
into the Great Lakes basin (Ray 1974; Campbel11976; Gilman 1982, 1992;
and White 1991 ). Theresa Schenck has produced a notable family study on
the Cadottes of Lake Superior (Schenck 1994).
Edward Jerome, a descendant of the Pembina Métis in the Red River
valley, has traced his ancestry back to Antoine Collin, the canoe-maker at
Grand Portage and Fort William. This microstudy of a particular family
investigates the canoe-maker's origins, the place of the family in the social
hierarchy of the fur trade post, and what their ethnie identity might have
been. It is part of a larger study which traces another son to the Red River
valley and shows how these descendants contributed to the development of
1

the bison hunting culture at Pernbina.
Antoine Collin's ancestry is difficult to trace because of the paucity of
records in the 18th and earl y 19th centuries. There were no church records
1

This is the Ph.D. dissertation ofRuth Swan, "A history of the Pembina Méti s".
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for the Thunder Bay area until the late 1830s w h e n Father Pierz, based at
Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan, went around Lake Superior to visit the Ojibwe
and fur trade communities.2 H e listed an Antoine Collin (son of Joseph),
born in 1766, and an Angelique Collin born in 1767. A Metis genealogy
suggests that Antoine Collin was born in 1780.3 His son Michel swore in
an affidavit in 1874 that he had been born at Fort William in 1799. Since
his father worked for the North West C o m p a n y and it did not m o v e from
Grand Portage to establish the n e w rendezvous until 1804, it seems more
likely Michel was born at Grand Portage where his father was stationed
(Arthur 1973:xlv, 63).
Since it has not been possible to identify Antoine Collin's mother, it is
difficult to say definitely that he had biracial heritage. However, Elizabeth
Arthur described the Collin family as long-established residents: "The
Collins were in the Fort William area from the beginning of the nineteenth
century... some were half-breeds; almost all married Indian girls"
(1973:xliv-xlv). Campbell (1980:40) characterized the Collin family as
different from the local "Indians" because of their occupation as "freemen"
within the fur trade hierarchy.4
In his affidavit for halfbreed scrip in 1878, Jean Baptiste Collin listed
his mother as "Mishaha Weyers (Latour)" without an ethnic designation
(NAC, Affidavits, v. 1319). This suggests she m a y have had a French
voyageur father, but was raised by her mother's Ojibwe family.5 Since
Jean-Baptiste was eligible for scrip as a "Halfbreed head of family", at least
one of his parents had Aboriginal ancestry, possibly both.
Tanguay's Dictionnaire genealogique (1871-90, 3:109-112) shows
that thefirstCollin (Mathurin) married in Quebec in 1668; thereafter, there
are numerous references to the name, with Antoines being baptized in 1736
2

We would like to thank Father William Maurice, St. Anne's Church, Fort
William First Nation, Thunder Bay, for genealogical information and Eric Angel for
his assistance.
3

Sprague and Frye (1983, Table 1) give birthdates of 1780 for Antoine and 1783
for his wife.
HBCA, B.231/e/5. A n 1828 census lists both Michel and Antoine Collin as
"freemen".
"Weyers" is not a known French voyageur name, but it might be a misspelling
of "Sayer". John Sayer was a North West Company bourgeois in the Fond du Lac
distnct of northern Minnesota. H e was b o m about 1750 and had a fur trade licence
for Michilimackinac by 1780 (Wallace 1934:497); he could have had an Ojibwe
daughter b o m about 1783 who had a son at Grand Portage by 1799.
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and 1743. There is no baptism for an Antoine in 1766 as per Father Pierz's
notes (Maurice, personal communication, 1998), suggesting that Antoine
the canoe-maker was born around Lake Superior. There is an Antoine
Collin w h o had three children born 1792-94, one at Repentigny, Que., but
he cannot be connected with the voyageur.
Evidence from the voyageur contracts suggests that there were at least
ten m e n by the n a m e of Collin dit Laliberte in the Great Lakes area during
the 18th century; for example, there was a Pierre Colin dit Laliberte at
Detroit by 1713, an Antoine Colin at Michilimackmac by 1752 and a
Claude Colin at Kaministiquia (the future site of N W C Fort William) by
1752 (MHS, Q A R ) . They m a y have been the canoe-maker's grandfather,
uncle, or cousins. There was a contract for Joseph Laliberte dit Colin to go
to Michilimackmac in 1753 (MHS, Q A R #263,12juin 1753), and contracts
for Joseph Colin dit Laliberte to go to Michilimackmac in 1754 and to
Grand Portage in 1758 (MHS, Q A R #283, 19 mai 1754, and #361, 21 Janvier 1758). Since Father Pierz listed Antoine's father as "Joseph" and his
birth date as 1767, this Joseph was in the right place at the right time to be
his father.
The evidence is circumstantial as w e did notfinda contract for Antoine
Colin between 1780 and 1799; nevertheless, it appears likely that he was
born around Lake Superior and had an Ojibwe mother; he m a y have been
born at Grand Portage as he worked there in 1799. Usually, the contracts
lasted three to five years and the French voyageurs took native wives
according to the custom of the country.6 Since m a n y of the voyageurs
listed in the genealogical dictionaries disappeared from the Quebec records
and appear in Great Lakes communities, it appears that they formed the
basis of mixed-blood communities around the Great Lakes, such as Detroit,
La Baye (Green Bay), Chicago, Sault Ste. M a n e , La Point and Grand
Portage (Peterson 1978, 1981, 1985). Richard White's claim that "a
separate people, the metis, ...mediated between French and Algonquians
6

"The bourgeois' control over their men was also continually limited by the
latters' willingness to choose the option of remaining in the country as freemen
instead of either returning to Montreal or pursuing their fur trade duties. Equipped
with wilderness skills and often unwilling to return to the more constrained lite ot
their h o m e society, a considerable but undetermined number left their e m p oyerto
settle with their native families in the Northwest where they subsisted partially^independently and partially by income gained from work as guides S U P P ^ 0 ™ ^
for fur trade company m e n in their area" (Brown 1980^:86); see also Van Kirk
(1980:28).
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and became of critical importance to the area" is debatable because they
used the term "Freemen" rather than "metis" (White 1991:74).
The records of the fur trade provide the most information on the m e n
of the Collin/Colin family. The earliest records from the North West
Company show that Antoine Colin was at Grand Portage in 1799 with an
annual wage of 600 livres (Masson 1889-90,1:66). The N W C Ledger Book
of 1811-21 includes Antoine Colin and his sons Michel and Jean-Baptiste;
most of Antoine's income derives from canoe-building. H e also had an
1816 N W C account; against his annual wages (implying that he was a contract employee and not a freeman), he purchased on 19 November a 3-foot
gun, 95 lbs. of flour, 3 lbs. of powder, 10 lbs. of shot, 4 flints, and 1 worsted belt. Against the income of a canoe on 20 November, he obtained two
quarts of high wines mixed and a large horn comb. There are only four
dated entries for 1816-17, suggesting that Antome's family was fairly selfsufficient. Michel only appeared in two entries for 6 and 7 September
1816, with such items as blankets, strouds, yew-handle knives, tobacco,
portage strap, silk handkerchief, and six yards printed calico.8 During the
Fur Trade W a r when the N W C and H B C were involved in fierce competition,
the H B C Thunder Bay (Point de Meurons) post journal noted Antoine's
unhappiness with the N W C and his offer to switch allegiances:
This afternoon, Colin the Canoe Maker of Fort William came here with
a Macock of Sugar to trade — he complains greatly of the usage he has
met with from the Nor-Westers and has made one an offer of canoe bark
which he says he will send the latter end of this month. [HBCA, B.23 l/a/4,
2 June 1818]
There was no further reference to this offer, suggesting that Antoine Collin
changed his mind about defecting from the North West Company's service.
The fur trade journals and account books of the Hudson's Bay
C o m p a n y after consolidation in 1821 provide the greatest amount of information on these former employees of the North West C o m p a n y and are the
source of information for the manual for park interpreters at the modern
"Old Fort William" (Judge n.d.) and Campbell's study (1976). In fact, the
7

HBCA, F.4/32, fo. 231 (Antoine), 248 (Michel), 148 (Baptiste). The data
included here are based on research in the HBCA by Jerome and Swan before w e saw
the work of Judge (n.d.) and Campbell (1980).
8

HBCA, E.7/8, fo. 140 (Michel), 141 (Antoine). There is some confusion over
this record as someone has written "R.R.S." (Red River Settlement) at the top of each
page; however, the handwritten title of the journal is "Fort William", and the
archives' n e w finding aid correctly identifies it as the "Fort William Account Book".
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manual suggests that "Antoine Collin... is the head of the family in the
period w e portray at Old Fort William" (Judge n.d. :9). The post journal of
1826-27 by senior Chief Trader Roderick McKenzie and his son Benjamin
provides a good example. Antoine Collin and his son Michel both appear
frequently in the journal, but evidently had different responsibilities.
Antoine was treated as a respected freeman w h o operated on a seasonal
round, being assigned to specialized activities involving wood-working:
canoe-making, barrel-making, repairing fence posts, laying cedar roofs and
fishing. H e did not live all year round at the post, but came and went
depending on where he was needed. Michel, his son, seemed to be one of
the post labourers w h o was assigned daily chores like the other men, but
was also an apprentice to his father and often assisted him in specialized
activities. B y 1828, Michel too is described as a "freeman" in the journals
(HBCA, B.231/e/5).
Examination of the H B C post journals and account books shows that
ethnic identity was not often used in the fur trade records (including some
N W C sources in the HBCA). The clerks keeping the journals usually
distinguished between "Indians" and "freemen", suggesting that those with
French names had more responsibility and higher social status in the eyes
of the officers. For example, on 25 June 1837, " T w o boats arrived from
Michipicoten in charge of Baptiste Visinau [Vezina, another well-known
freeman family] and Louis Rivet. The crews were all Indians. They
brought Provisions & Salt for the current outfit" (HBCA, B.23 l/a/17, fo. 3).
The freemen were usually named and were known to the clerk; the Indians
were nameless, unless the head of a family: "Michel Collin and the Indians
have housed 8 cart loads of hay in the stable lofte" (HBCA, B.231/a/16, fo.
4d). It was mainly the Indian trading captains or (male) heads of families
who were k n o w n to the clerks and named; these were m e n w h o lived and
hunted outside the post and not nameless labourers. However, they socially
interacted with the freemen w h o engaged in a seasonal round and often
hunted or fished with the local Ojibwe families: "The Spaniard (Chief)
with old Peau de Chats arrived from the Grand Portage. They report that
there are a great number of Freemen with their families fishing on Isle
Royale for the American Fur C o m p a n y " (HBCA, B.23 l/a/17, fo. 7d).
Antoine is often identified as "Old Collin" and his son simply as "Michel"
because they were so well-known to H B C personnel: "Old Collin with an
Indian went off tofishfor himself at the Small Islands on the west end of
the Pattie [or Pie Island]" (HBCA, B.23 l/a/17, fo. lid). H e and his son
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were often referred to as "freemen": "Old Collin the freeman went off to
m a k e Martin Traps somewhere about the Petit Marais" (HBCA, B.23 l/a/17);
"Michel Collin the freeman & Cedar the Indian went off along with the
m e n to hunt about Lac la fleche" (PAM, M G l , C I , 28 February 1830).
Only rarely did the H B C clerks use the racial epithet of "Halfbreed" for
these m e n as in the description of the fray between "the Halfbreeds and the
sailors" on N e w Year's D a y 1838 in which Michel Collin w a s involved:
All the Servants of the Company & Freemen paid us a visit this morning
agreeably to the custom of the country, treated them with as much Brandy
as they choose to drink and with Butter Cakes. The w o m e n also with
cakes & Wine and lastly the Indians with a Couple of Glasses of Wine.
There was some blows & a squabble between the Cooper & Michel Collin
the Freeman which was very near occasioning a general Fray between the
Halfbreeds and Sailors. [HBCA, B.23 l/a/17, fo. 17]
The earliest reference to a "halfbreed" was on 26 M a y 1831: "Solomon the
Half Breed, The Canard & Petit Corbeau's step-son arrived" (PAM, M G l ,
CI); this group sounds like several Ojibwe hunters rather than a reference
to a French freeman.
Thus, at this early period, the H B C journals reflect that biracial heritage
was less significant than the type of work done and the relationship to the
post, even though m a n y of the freemen from Quebec did marry Ojibwe
w o m e n and hunted, fished and sugared with their "Indian" relatives.
B r o w n (1980a:218) demonstrated h o w the concept of "patrifocality"
operated in the fur trade. If the father stayed in the community with his
native wife and family, the sons would be more likely to identify with the
father and maintain an ethnic identity connected to the fur trade post;
whereas, if the father were absent and the son grew up in the Northwest, he
would be more likely to be identified as "halfbreed" or "metis":
As buffalo hunters, suppliers, or workers in other subservient capacities,
they tended to constitute the lower classes of the fur trade, while
maintaining a separate group consciousness that went back to the earliest
days of Red River. [Brown 1980a:219]
B r o w n did not discuss h o w this process affected the development of
biracial consciousness in the Great Lakes area before the R e d River
settlement was established; historically, a separate "metis" identity did not
develop there as it did in Red River. Because the treaties were established
in 1850, 20 years earlier than in Red River, m a n y of the freemen w h o had
married Ojibwe w o m e n and their descendants took treaty w h e n the
opportunity arose. A s a result, people with French names (Pelletier,
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Boucher) or anglicized French names (Collins) still live at the Fort William
First Nation, adjacent to the city of Thunder Bay (Maurice, personal
communication, 1998).
As Peterson (1978, 1981, 1985) has shown, there were large enough
groups of biracial French and Indian m e n (with French names and Ojibwe
mothers and wives) that they provided a separate class of "freemen" in the
fur trade hierarchy. They did not come from Quebec, and had no intention
of going to Quebec, but they were treated by company bourgeois as
separate from their native kin. Some of these m e n such as younger son
Jean Baptiste Collin, w h o moved to the Red River valley in the 1820s and
married a mixed-blood woman, were parents of some of the Pembina Metis
and in fact made application for scrip themselves as "Half-breed Heads of
Families" in 1878 (NAC, Affidavits, v. 1319). This process of Metis ethnogenesis did not evolve in the Great Lakes as it did in the Red River valley.
As a result, the Collin family w h o remained near Thunder Bay became
"Indians" and the ones w h o moved west became "Metis".
A n overview of the seasonal round demonstrates the Aboriginal
economy and culture in which the freemen of Thunder Bay participated.
W e argue that these freemen in fact spent much of their time in subsistence
activities supporting their families from country produce; that they were
not "dependent" on the post, but only traded for luxuries such as alcohol
and cloth and the occasional tool; and that they spent a good deal of their
time with their Aboriginal relatives. The fact that these freemen had
French names somewhat disguises the Aboriginal side of their culture and
the close interaction they enjoyed with the local Ojibwe, many of w h o m
were their relatives or their wives' relatives. The seasonal round, well
known to anthropologists, generally involved the following cycle of economic pursuits: maple sugaring in the spring, building canoes in the summer,
fishing in the fall, and hunting with the families inland away from the lake
in winter (Danziger 1978, Hickerson 1988, Peers 1994, Schenck 1997).
The following are examples from the 1826-27 season:
June 30. A. Collin, his Son, Scandagance & Petit Ours arrived from rising
Canoe Bark, brought 99 rolls.
July 5. Collin began to put a new bottom to Governor Simpson's Canoe, ditto
a [canot de] maitre with the assistance of his son.
July 7. Collinfinishedmending Governor Simpson's Canoe. Two canoes of
the Land Arctic Expedition arrived from the Interior with dispatches for
Montreal.
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July 8. Collin repaired one of the Land arctic expedition Canoes.
July 11. Collin began a north Canoe, his Son and Masta assisted him.
July 16. Michel Collin & 3 Indians went up the River to seine for Sturgeon,
but only brot 3 small ones.
July 18. Collin & his son began to put the Laths & Timbers in the Canoes
that he made last week.
Aug. 23. Collin making a fishing canoe.
Sept. 8. Bouchard & Deschamps went & brought barrels to Collins fishing
Isles Seiners — Shaeling and Michel at small jobs around the post.
Sept. 18. Gambois [Grandbois] went off along with [Antoine] Collin for fall
fishing.
Sept. 19. Michel Collin & Deschamps went off for the fall fishing. The men
with the Boat brought barrels to the Welcome Islands.
Oct. 19. 3 m e n went off with the Schooner Boat to Rabbit Island, Michel's
fall fishing to bring him barrels & to take h o m e some of the fish.
Oct. 24. Late at night, the m e n arrived in a small canoe from Rabbit Island,
with the news that the Boat was broken open on the Island in the gale of
Monday — so m u c h so that she could not be repaired.
Oct. 28. Set the m e n with the Boat to bring Collins fish.
Oct. 30. The m e n arrived from Collins fishing with 16 Barrelsfish.Sent the
m e n off to the Pate [Potter or Pie Island] to bring Collins fish.
Nov. 1. Collin & Bouchard arrived from the fishing. [Collin Sr. disappears
from view until the spring, suggesting that he has gone inland to hunt
during the winter.]
Nov. 8. The m e n went to the Welcome Islands, brought 5 barrels of fish.
Ourfishis n o w all home. The w o m e n of the Fort began Knitting Nets.
Dec. 2 . Sent off an Indian boy to where Michel is encamped to k n o w if he
will go up to Lac la Fleche along with m y m e n [to investigate American
competition].
Dec. 3. Michel arrived along with the Indian boy.
Dec. 11. Dompierre & Grandbois went to the Monte with the old mare to
bring Michel's wife's Rabbits.
Mar. 10. Michel Collin & his family went off to their sugar bush to hunt
Rabbit.
Mar. 15. Michel [and men] went off to Lac la Fleche with corn.
Mar. 19. The m e n went to the monte with Collin to bring his baggage.
Mar. 26. Robidoux went with M a d a m Collins Baggage to the Monte.
Apr. 3. Dominique & Oisina [Vezina] making bars for Governor Simpson's
canoe. [Note that Collin Sr. is brought in for the specialized work.]
Apr. 5. M a d a m e Collin paid us a visit.
Apr. 30. Collin, his old lady & the Little Englishman arrived from the Sugar
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Bush... I was informed that the Americans were in search of Indians along
the lake and that they had been four days ago at his tent [note his dwelling].
M a y 1. Collin & his old lady went off for the Sugar Bush.
M a y 2. Collin arrived from his sugar bush, intends beginning a north canoe
tomorrow for Governor Simpson.
M a y 5. Collin & Dompierre at their usual occupation. The w o m e n of the
Fort served [assisted] at the canoe.
M a y 6. Michel Collin went off for his sugar bush.
M a y 13. Collin finished stretching a new canoe... Michel Collin, his mother
and Oisina's [Vezina's] wife arrived from the sugar bush.
M a y 15. Brisebois, Michel Collin with the Indian w o m e n sprouted potatoes
up at the Root House.
M a y 16. Michel & 3 Indian Boys went off to seine at the Rapids for suckers.
Sheling [Shaeling] began painting the Governors Canoe.
M a y 17. Collin with the Indian w o m e nfinishedcleaning & sweeping out the
Fort. Michel arrived from the Rapids, brought 95 suckers.
M a y 22. Mrs. Alex. McTavish arrived from Lake Nipigon in a north canoe
with 4 men.
M a y 23. Collin & the Nipigon m e n began a north canoe for Mr. McTavish.
M a y 26. Gov. Simpson, m y father & Mr. Ross arrived from Michipicottan.
M a y 27. At 2 a m this morning, Gov. Simpson and Mr. Ross started for the
interior in 2 north canoes.
M a y 28. [Some of the men] started for the Pate [Pie Island] to bring some
canoe wood that has been cut there several years. Mr. Alex McTavish went
off.
M a y 31. Collin making small repairs to the Governor's large canoe [last
entry for the year]. [PAM, MGl, CI]
As the chief canoe-maker, Antoine Collin enjoyed the patronage and
attention of Governor George Simpson w h o depended on good transportation to get around Rupert's Land quickly. A s a reward, Simpson ordered
him a special present. O n 18 July 1829, the clerk noted: "As old Collin
has nothing to do til Monday, I gave him a Gallon of R u m which Governor
Simpson desires m e to give him" (PAM, M G l , CI).
The above entries show the seasonal round of the canoe-maker, the
people he worked with, the importance of family involvement in economic
activities and his relative independence from the Company's structure and
control. Carol Judd described the changes that occurred for native people
in the company structure after the 1821 consolidation: "Often Indians both
built and paddled the canoes which transported the trade goods and furs
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between the inland posts and the bayside... Indian canoemen were highly
paid for their services, and they also had the winter free to trap fur-bearing
animals if they wished" (Judd 1980:306). She noted that, in the pre-1821
period, Indians were not subject to "prejudicial treatment" as labourers; the
main difference between them and regular H B C servants was that the latter
worked on three- tofive-yearcontracts with security and fixed annual
salaries while the Indians worked seasonally as required. After 1821, when
there was a surplus of labour, the status of Indians declined and the
hierarchy of the company became more rigid and conservative.
Campbell described the N W C social hierarchy at Fort William and
distinguished three groups of labourers based on ethnic heritage: (1)
descendants of the "original French settlers"; (2) the "(Metis) sons of the
voyageurs"; and (3) "native tribes" (Campbell 1980:34). She based her
classification on a description by Nor-Wester Ross C o x w h o wrote a
memoir of his experiences trading in the Columbia. C o x did not use the
word Metis — he calls Baptiste LeBlanc "a half-breed hunter" (Cox
1957:93) — Campbell must have it.
These categories described by C o x and Campbell are problematic in
terms of ethnicity, suggesting differences in backgrounds which m a y not
have been true. Thefirstgroup were the "Pork-Eaters" from Quebec w h o
only came as far as the Great Lakes; Campbell assumes they were nonA b o n g m a l which m a y not be accurate. She inserted "(Metis)" into the
second category although that was not a term used at that time by anglophone writers in the fur trade. It is difficult to k n o w what n a m e they used
for themselves as most of them did not write. It is also a term which is
usually connected with the people at Red River and not around the Great
Lakes.
In the H B C records, clerks usually differentiated three categories based
mainly on occupation and life-style: "servants", "freemen" and "Indians".9
It is quite possible that people of biracial ancestry belonged to all three, but
were distinguished by their lifestyle and nature of their work.
Campbell also distinguished between the N W C terms engage and freeman. She stated that the former were contract employees and the latter
were m e n w h o stayed in the Northwest at the expiration of their contracts,
9

For example, "The Company's servants, free men and Indians paid us their
usual visit this morning according to the custom of the country" (PAM, M G l , CI, 1
January 1830).
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lived near a post with their native families and worked for the companies
for short periods of time (Campbell 1980:34-36). However, this distinction is based on the category of labour and not ethnicity. Therefore, it m a y
be unwise to assume "Metis" for the second category or non-Aboriginal for
thefirst;the "Indians" m a y or m a y not have had European ancestors.
Extensive intermarriage between fur traders and native w o m e n for at least
a century in the Great Lakes area suggests that there were significant mixed
offspring in all three groups.
Campbell described the "freemen" and the "Indians" at Fort William
as if they had different lifestyles from their Aboriginal neighbours. She
cites the Collin family as one of the long-standing residents of the area
" w h o m one must rank a m o n g thefirstsettlers of the area" (Campbell
1980:40; cf. Arthur 1973:lxiv); in fact, the Collins might have been at the
French posts around the Great Lakes for several generations by 1799. She
includes a census of 1828, showing that Michel Collin (Freeman) had one
wife andfivechildren and Antoine Collin (Freeman) had one wife and one
child. Although she acknowledges that the m e n at the post married the
local Ojibwe w o m e n , she implies that H B C regulations (after 1821) pressured these families to assimilate into the non-Aboriginal community. Our
research suggests that, with the Collin family, and probably with other
freemen, the opposite occurred.
B y the 1830s, some of the post journal entries were not so complimentary to "Old Collin" and his family. In September 1836, the clerk wrote
that "Old Collins wife went off and left all her children with him... She is
a worthless character, most likely she is gone tofindthe Americans at the
Grand Portage" (HBCA, B.231/a/16, fo. 9d). A week later the family was
reunited. "Old Collins wife did not go far — the old m a n was informed
that she is with the people w h o arefishingat the W e l c o m e Islands where
he immediately went for her" (HBCA, B.231/a/16, fo. 10). The journal
writer was incorrect in speculating that M m e . Collm had defected to the
opposition; she was probably staying with relatives at the fishery. It is
doubtful that this wife is the w o m a n w h o Jean-Baptiste Collin identified as
his mother, Mishaha Weyers (Latour), w h o was too old to have an infant
in 1836, but nofirstnames are given. There are also allusions by the writer
to Collins' drinking bouts and a question of paternity of a grandchild;
Michel's daughter M a r y had a son whose father she refused to name
(Campbell 1980:41). These references suggest increasing intolerance on
the part of the fur trade writers. A s time progressed, more cultural distance
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emerged between the post clerks and the labourers and freemen who
adopted an Aboriginal lifestyle.
Cultural manifestations suggest that the mixed-heritage people of the
Great Lakes fur trade posts combined elements from the local Ojibwe and
French voyageurs before the time of treaty in 1850. For example, their
dress was somewhat distinctive, such as the hide coat pictured on the cover
of the "Where T w o Worlds Meet" catalogue from the Minnesota Historical
Society. Author Carolyn Gilman wrote: "Skin coats modelled on the
European cloth coats sold by traders were made by the Ojibway, Cree and
particularly the Red River metis in the early 1800s" (Gilman 1982:107).
It is likely that, in the Great Lakes region, cloth coats were used more
extensively because the voyageurs who were spending much of their time
in canoes did not like leather which became stiff when wet (Gilman
1992:9). To disguise his English identity, Alexander Henry the Elder
adopted "Canadian" (i.e. French-Canadian voyageur) dress consisting of
a loose shirt, a molton or blanket coat and a large red worsted cap:10 "I had
the satisfaction tofind,that m y disguise enabled m e to pass several canoes,
without attracting the smallest notice" (Henry 1969:35). H e does not
mention the famous Assomption sash or "cemture flechee" which
voyageurs brought to the Great Lakes region, but these were adopted by
Indian groups in the region (Hartman 1988:115 and cover photograph).
Floral beadwork was another manifestation of metissage, combining
elements of Ojibwe art forms, decoration of utilitarian objects and French
materials. Unfortunately, as Ted Brasser has pointed out, "Red River metis
culture and its artistic expressionsfloweredand withered before the ethnologists began their systematic collections of documented artifacts" (Brasser
1985:221). The same could be said for the fur trade culture of Lake
Superior (see for example the undated photograph of the beaded tikanagen
or cradleboard in Danziger 1978:41). From one of the American Chippewa
communities in Minnesota, probably Grand Portage, this artifact shows the
complexity of design in 19th-century Ojibwe beadwork, combining French
and Aboriginal influences.
The catalogue from "Where T w o Worlds Meet" shows examples of a
woolen shirt decorated with floral embroidery and blue silk ribbon (Gilman
10

See the oil painting "The Voyageur", by Abby Fuller Abbe (abou
illustrated in Gilman (1992:70).
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1982:68, 96), glass beads from Grand Portage in the late 1700s (Gilman
1982:14, 66) and an Assomption sash from the early 1800s from Montreal
(Gilman 1982:45, 69). The catalogue does not include m u c h beaded
clothing and decorations, probably because it is based on archaeological
collections and such items would not last well when buried. The artifacts
illustrated were probably collected at a later date after the demise of the fur
trade in Minnesota.
A painting by Seth Eastman of Ojibwe w o m e n at Grand Portage in
1857 shows them wearing clothing m a d e of trade blankets, cloth (ribbon
decoration) and silver (Gilman 1982:72). It is likely that w o m e n in that
area were wearing such clothes 50 years earlier at Grand Portage and Fort
William. A woolen hood collected by Frances Densmore in 1930 at Grand
Portage is m a d e of grey wool decorated with yellow and black fringe and
the text suggests it "resembles those in 19th-century paintings of Indian
life" (Gilman 1982:96). Such an artifact from a 20th-century Ojibwe
community on Lake Superior shows h o w the fur trade influenced Indian
dress and h o w European styles were adopted by local w o m e n artisans and
clothing makers.
Another important aspect of material culture was canoe-making, a good
example of Aboriginal technology adapted to the fur trade." Eric Ross
(1970:58-59) identified St. Joseph Island, near Sault Ste. Marie, as a N W C
centre for canoe-making around 1811, observing that the Ojibwe of that
area were "noted for their skill in making canoes." However, Grand
Portage and Fort William were important as well because of their
geographic location: climate, vegetation and technical expertise meant that
local resources were available for this work. Simply put, large birch frees
grew in abundance and local families — not only Ojibwe, but freemen like
the Collins — developed the expertise and were in demand for their
workmanship. The fact that Antoine Collin made canoes for Governor
George Simpson demonstrates that he was considered the best canoe-maker
in the area.
These examples of material culture show that there was extensive
metissage or cultural mixing for probably most of the 18th and 19th centuries in the Lake Superior region. H o w to describe this process and the
'' A comprehensive history and catalogue, Birchbark canoes of the fur trade,
Timothy J. Kent (1997), documents its importance.
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populations involved is more difficult. What cultural niches various
descendants of the biracial communities chose in different places and at
different times has fascinated historians. According to Jennifer Brown
(19806), it is difficult tofindthe appropriate vocabulary to describe such
groups. However, through genealogies it may be possible to trace the
historic process of metissage on a family-by-family basis. It would appear
that the mixed Ojibwe and French material culture which occurred around
Lake Superior and became identified in Red River as "metis" became part
of what was later identified as the culture of the Ojibwe of Lake Superior,
so that people with French or anglicized French names and manifestations
of a mixed culture survive on Lake Superior Ojibwe reservations in the
20th century.
Jennifer Brown has described the importance of the w o m a n as "centre
and symbol" in the creation or "ethnogenesis" of Metis communities
(Brown 1983:39-^46). She used the term "matrifocality" to describe the
process whereby the adult children of fur trade unions remained with their
native mothers in the west when their fathers returned to Canada or Britain,
thereby increasing the influence of the w o m e n on their progeny of mixed
background. As with many of these families, there is nothing known of
Antoine Collin's mother (probably Ojibwe) or his wife, Mishaha Weyers
dit Latour ("Madame Collin") to know what influence they had over their
sons. The HBC post journals suggest that M a d a m e Collin enjoyed a close
relationship with her son Michel who remained at Lake Superior with a
multi-generational kin network. What influence she had on Jean-Baptiste,
the son who moved west, is difficult to estimate, but obviously the Collin
family do not represent the situation that Brown described as she was
referring to mothers and children of fur traders w h o remained in the North
West. The Collins were more like the people that Peterson described,
moving as immigrants from the Great Lakes region into Red River and
bringing aspects of their mixed French/Ojibwe culture with them. To some
extent, metissage was imported into Red River from other populations
which demonstrated cultural mixing.
Genealogical sources suggest that two w o m e n named Rosalie Collin
and Helene Collin were the children of Antoine and Josette Collin, possibly
his second wife. These records come from Sault Ste. Mane, which was the
closest community to Fort William with a Catholic priest in the early
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1800s.12
There is n o evidence that Antoine Collin went to Red River, but he
threatened to, as described in the journal for 15 July 1824:
Old Collin got drunk yesterday and this morning came over to inform M r
McKenzie that he means to go to the Red River. He returned the ct'
[hundredweight] etc. thread he had purchased for making his nets for the
freak'3CT'Ms is not likely t0 last l o n § b e i n g a drunken

While it appears that Antoine did not make good on his threat, his family
did go to R e d River on August 14: "Antoine Collins wife & some of his
family went off with them [the Freemen] for Red River". Which wife this
was is difficult to determine; however, if Mishaha Weyers dit Latour was
still alive in 1824 and Antoine had another wife, Josette, with young
children, the former m a y have m o v e d to Red River with her younger son,
Jean-Baptiste, w h e n he decided to settle there. Since Antoine's wife is
never called by herfirstname, it is difficult to determine which is which.
With so little information on the wives and mothers of the freemen, it is
difficult to analyze the influence of several generations of metissage had
on this family in the Great Lakes region other than hints from the material
culture.
T o conclude, the examination of the family of freemen and canoe-makers at Thunder B a y (Point au Tonnerre) shows that, despite their French
name and labour for the fur trade companies, the Collins were closely
connected to the local Ojibwe community. In his younger years, Antoine
Collin m a y have been a dashing voyageur w h o grew up around the Great
Lakes posts and m a d e a living as a canoe-paddler, but, in his later years, he
demonstrated a sufficient expertise in Ojibwe canoe-building and woodworking that he no longer had to continue such an arduous life-style and
could pursue subsistence activities with his family for most of the year.
W h a t ethnic identity did the Collin descendants w h o stayed at Lake
Superior develop? A petition from the Fort William Indians to Sir John A.
12

Mary Black-Rogers (personal communication, 1997) reports that Rosalie
married Francois Desmarais at St. Boniface on 20 September 1825, and genealogist
Heather Armstrong (personal communication, 1998) reports the marriage of Helene
Collin to her second husband Joseph Biron at Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., in 1847;
Helene was b o m about 1814 and died in Sault Ste. Marie, Ont, in 1903. W e would
like to thank Andrea Hanibal-Paci for her assistance.
13
Thunder Bay Historical M u s e u m Society, Fort William Journal (1823-24);
this journal is not available in the HBCA or PAM.
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Macdonald in 1887 includes the names of three Collins: Baptiste, Simon
and Michael (Arthur 1973:199). Genealogical information from the Fort
William First Nations parish records suggests that descendants of Michel
Collm (born about 1798-99) married local Ojibwe w o m e n and descendants
with the n a m e "Collin" still live in that community (Maurice, personal
communication, 1998). There was no separate cultural niche for people of
mixed heritage at Lake Superior fur trade communities and any incipient
metissage demonstrated by cultural manifestations such as beadwork,
clothing and fur trade technology did not develop into a separate ethnic
identity as occurred at Red River. The signing of the Robinson-Superior
Treaty in 1850 left local people with two choices: they could be either
treaty "Indian" or non-Indian. Despite metissage, there were probably no
"Metis" at the fur trade communities around Grand Portage and Fort
William. The descendants of the freemen with French names became
Ojibwe or French Canadian.
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